
Kingdom Manifesto 
Studies in the Sermon on the Mount 

Part 11 – Jesus and Disintegration 
Matthew 5.31-32 

 
 
What is Jesus doing? 
 
Recognizing brokenness in the world 

• Different than today but pain still real 
o Then:  wife taken in by relative as servant, remarry as damaged goods, become a 

prostitute 
o Now:  rending at every level (relational, parental, financial, social) 
o There is pain for every person and at every level, pain that wounds for a lifetime 

(“worse than a death”) 
• Disintegration of what God has decreed 

o Rooted in creation, marriage is a picture of Christ and the church (19.3-6) 
o As a pastor, I recognize that there are times when the brokenness is 

overwhelming and choices seem (or are!) inevitable – “forced into adultery” – 
those to whom Jesus spoke knew the pain and chaos caused by it  

• Allowed but never commended 
o 3 Reasons the Bible allows: 

1. Adultery 
2. Abandonment (1 Cor 7.15) 
3. Abuse (as expression of abandonment) 

• Divorce is never a solution to problems but an exchange of the problems you have 
 
 
Dealing with root issues 

• Cultural context:  picking sides in a fight (“any reason” vs. “uncleanness” as immorality) 
• Scriptural context:  anger and lust first 
• Hardness of heart is the problem 

o Jesus is sticking with His agenda – transformation beginning at the level of the 
heart – doesn’t mean that divorce might not happen but it will happen less 
frequently and with a lot different attitude 

 
 
Holding to God’s ideal and intention 

• Marriage is the divine portrait 
o Reasons / excuses put forth today 

1. God was never in it in the first place 
2. Kids are gone and I’m ready for something different 
3. He / She changed 



4. Finally found my “soul mate” – drunk on infatuation 
5. I / we fell out of love (or grew apart) 

• Marriage is the final act of Creation 
 
 
HOPE 

• There is nothing – causes or effects – that cannot be redeemed 
• There is nothing that prevents you from moving forward from where you are today with 

the resources of the Kingdom of the Heavens that are available to you 
o He will hold the line while looking you in the eye (seeing and knowing your pain) 

– He’s not looking to settle a debate but to transform a people 
 
 
Questions for Discussion 

1. What is your experience (personal or relational) with divorce?  How has that experience 
impacted you and the way you understand marriage? 

2. Why would Jesus say that hardness of heart is the primary problem?  How does that 
interact with His clear understanding of brokenness in our world?   

3. Which of the “five excuses” listed above have you heard the most or are you most 
tempted by?  How do you tell someone (or yourself!) the truth when one or more of 
those comes up? 

4. In light of your experience, which provides the greatest amount of hope for you:  that 
nothing cannot be redeemed or nothing prevents you from moving forward in the 
Kingdom?  With divorce (or marriage problems generally) in view, reread the Beatitudes 
(5.3-12).   

5. COVID Check-in:  how are you?  Your family?  Your neighbor?  Your One? 


